
(Hebrew word for trutH - reads right to left - letters aleph, mem and tau)

What is truth?
Truth is self-defining. Ancient Hebrew is a God-composed  

language whose word’s construction gives revelation. 
Consider tma:

This Hebrew word has variations of meaning - 
tma - firmness, stability, perpetuity; and truth, faithfulness

this word is a merger of the words:
ma - mother and tm - a man, especially a husband

whose combination in the family unit fulfills the first definition.

In view of the second definition of truth, faithfulness consider:
a - ox, cow; thousand, head of a thousand 

The ox was the chief of strength for work and a clean animal of  
sacrifice (particularly the red heifer as a special sacrifice). As head, it is 

also the beginning of the Hebrew alphabet and beginning of truth.
ma - behold; if, when

To call for one’s intense attention to something’s 
importance as well as pose a question, but no answer.

tm - death, dead
t - a sign (in the form of a cross), mark subscribed instead 

of a name to a bill of complaint - Gesenius;
signature, as a seal put to a contract

In ancient Hebrew script, it was drawn as a cross (). 
It is the final letter of the Hebrew alphabet.

For truth to be reality, it must contain all its parts. Truth, without the  
proper starting of a - the chief, strength and sacrifice, leaves only death tm.  

Without the seal of the cross of t there is the behold, but the omission of  
what to behold. It leaves an unanswered question.

The Lord Jesus Christ is the Aleph and the Tau of truth. 
In the New Testament, Jesus declared Himself to be the first letter and 

the last letter of the Greek alphabet. He put it this way: 
I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, saith the Lord, which is, 

and which was, and which is to come, the Almighty. Revelation 1:8
In the middle is the letter m (Mem) which means water.

The Holy Spirit is the water of life we receive in the truth of Christ.
Only the proper beginning a (who is Jesus) can turn death tm to truth and faithfulness tma.
Only the proper seal to the contract t can answer to the eternal question and focus ma. 

Christ signed the bill of complaint filed against us in the signature of His cross.
The water of life is only found coming from the midst of the aleph a and t the 

beginning and the ending.
there is more in trutH than first meets the eyes!
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